PLUSH AND SERENE INTERIOR ROOM DESIGNS
Contact: Pamela Short
Phone:

614-398-3887

Cell:

614-507-4158

Visit:

PlushAndSerene.com

Email: Pamela@plushandserene.com

Pamela Short has loved decorating and arranging furniture as far back as she can
remember.
She remembers as a young girl watching her mother climb up on a step stool to
hang curtains and sheers making sure the length was just right to make such an
elegant presentation. Her mother always placed furniture in exactly the right way
and used colors with wall art, pillows and flowers to bring out the beauty of the
room. Everyone who entered our home admired her taste in furniture and
decorating.
There were back yard tea parties yearly at her childhood home. Everyone in the
family had assignments so that every decoration and table setting detail were done
in excellence. Everyone always looked forward to this yearly event with anticipation
wondering how this year’s party was going to outdo last years.
These memories left a lasting impression and Pamela realized that first impressions
were very important. Especially when it comes to your home.
These influences gave her the confidence to stage her own homes to sell and each
home sold very quickly with a considerable profit. She instinctively knows to
declutter by keeping things clean and organized and making sure the home always
smells inviting.
Pamela’s career background was in Marketing for a nationally known Department
store as an Advertising manager. She assured the correct items and sale prices
were submitted by a set timeframe, working alongside Copywriters and Graphic
Designers for the Sunday ads. Her duties included coordinating the relationship
between the departments submitting the ads and the creative artists preparing
them, so she knows how to keep contractors on schedule and meet deadlines.

Ohio Home Staging Services:
Columbus, Ohio and surrounding areas,
Reynoldsburg, Pickerington, Gahanna,

Also, while working for state government she was responsible for space planning

Blacklick, Westerville, Worthington,

with office furniture companies to design appropriate cubicles for government
employees and offices for executive staff with a pre-determined budget.

Delaware, Dublin and Hilliard.

She has co-owned a successful limousine business with her husband so she
understands what the customer requires and desires to make every effort to
provide a magnificent showing for your home.

PLUSH AND SERENE INTERIOR ROOM DESIGNS
The eat-in kitchen needed updating and
color coordinating. The chairs were heavy
and the bar stools looked out of place.
More balance was need in the space.
Softer chairs replaced the original chairs
and additional matching chairs replaced
the tall barstools for a more unified space.
Now there is more seating for two to sit
and have coffee or seating at the table for
six instead of four.

This laundry room had no storage space
and so clothes were not stored away. A
space need to be added for storage and
organization. Measuring for cabinets was
the first step and then off to find the proper
size to fit in that area. A rack serves as a
shelf to organize the laundry detergent and
accessories. A runner was also placed in
front of the washer and dryer to add
warmth to the space.

No thought had been given to this guest
bathroom off the entry hall. No
consideration had been given to this room
other than a potty chair for the grandchild.
After a thorough cleaning, fresh shower
curtains, towels and an absorbent
bathroom rug were added in gray and
yellow for a pop of color to add
atmosphere and comfort to the space.

IMPORTANT ASPECTS OF STAGING YOUR HOME:
• Declutter and organize to make your home more appealing
• Clearly explain everything that needs to be accomplished for success
• Use textures and colors to enhance each room to show it at its’ full potential
• Create a Plush and Serene atmosphere with beautiful furniture and accessories

After a walk-through of your home, Pamela will evaluate the interior and exterior of your home and will
discuss your best features and review the areas that need attention. She will recommend ideas to
make your home more appealing to potential buyers and the real estate agent’s potential to sell your
home in the shortest time and at the highest price.
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